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Nikola Tesla was a major contributor to the daily life-changing electric revolution of the twentieth century. His creations, patents, and theoretical work formed the principle of modern air conditioning, and contributed to the development of radio and television. Like its competitor Thomas Edison, Tesla was one of America's first celebrity
scientists, enjoying a high-society New York company and dazzling the likeness of Mark Twain with its electric demonstrations. An astute self-advocate and talented showman, he cultivates a lay image of eccentric geniuses. Even at the end of his life in poverty, Tesla still draws voters to his annual day interview, regretting them with
accusations that he created weapons capable of bringing down enemy aircraft. Many biographies glamorize Tesla and eccentricities, but until now no one has examined carefully what, how, and why he created. In this ground-breaking book, W. Bernard Carlson denies the creator of the legend, puts him in the context of the culture and
technology of his time, and places a focus on his own creation and the creation and organizing of his celebrity. Painting the origins of Tesla's personal and lay life, Carlson shows how he was an idealistic creator who sought the perfect experimental awareness of great ideas or principles, and who was adept at selling his creations to the
public through myths and illusions. This major biography sheds new light on Tesla's insightful approach to creating and business strategies behind its most important technological invention-Jacket. This is a biography of one of the major 20th century scientists, Nikola Tesla. It is between the discipline, which contained the U.S.
manufacturing account in the early 1900s and other contemporary cultural materials-- For other uses, see Nikola Tesla (blur). Serbian American creator Nikola TeslaНикола ТеслаTesla c. 1896Born(1856-07-10)July 10, 1856Smiljan, Austrian Empire (modern-day Croatia)Died January 7, 1943(1943-01-07) (age 86)New York City, United
States PlaceNikola Tesla MuseumBelgrade, SerbiaCitizenshipAustrian (1856-1891)Americas (1891-1943)EducationGraz University of Technology (squeaky)Engineering CareerDiscip lineElectrical EngineeringProjects Aljects Al Voltan high current, high frequency power experiments Design important ac motor Carbon light button Death
Ray Induction motor Plasma lights Plasma lights Polyphase radio system Control Resonans inductive rotating magnetic field Teleforce Telegeodynamics Teleoperation Tesla gegelung Tesla Experiment Station Experiment Tesla turbine Tesla injap Torpedo [1] Vacuum-changing capacity Violet ray VTOL Wardenclyffe Tower Wireless
transfer power World Wireless System Awards Order of St. II Class, Serbian Government Order (1892) Elliott Cressson Medal (1894) Order of Prince Danilo I (1895) Edison Medal Order (1916) St. Sava, I Class, Yugoslavian Government (1926) Order of the Yugoslav Crown (1931) John Scott Medal (1934) Order of the White Eagles,
Class I, Government of Yugoslavia (1936) Order of the Order of the White Lions, Class I, Czechoslovakia Government (1937) Medal of the University of Paris (1937) the Ochrida University Clement Medal, Sofia, Bulgaria (1939) Signature Nikola Tesla (/ˈtɛslə/; Serbian Cyrillic: Никола Тесла; [2] pronounced [nǐkola tsla]; [a] July 10, 1856 –
January 7, 1943) was a Serbian-American creator[4][5][6] , an electrical engineer, mechanical engineer, and futuist who was best known for his contribution to the design of the modern current electrical supply system (AC). [7] Born and raised in the Austrian Empire, Tesla studied engineering and physics in the 1870s without receiving a
degree, gaining practical experience in the early 1880s working in televises and at continental Edison in the new electric power industry. In 1884 he emigrated to the United States, where he became a natural citizen. He worked for a short time at the Edison Machine Works in New York City before he hit himself. With the help of partners to
fund and market his ideas, Tesla set up laboratories and companies in New York to develop a variety of electrical and mechanical devices. The current induction motor aligns (AC) and the associated AC polyfalase patent, which was licensed by Westinghouse Electric in 1888, earned a significant amount of money and became the basis of
the polyfalase system that was ultimately marketed by the company. Attempting to develop inventions he could patent and market, Tesla conducted various experiments with mechanical aying/generators, electrical clearance tubes, and early X-ray imaging. He also built a wireless-controlled boat, one of the first ever on display. Tesla
became famous as the creator and showed her achievements to the wealthy celebrities and patrons in her laboratory, and noted for her performances in public lectures. Throughout the 1890s, Tesla pursued its ideas for wireless lighting and wireless electrical power distribution around the world in high voltage, high-frequency power
experiments in New York and Colorado Springs. In 1893, he made a mention of possible wireless communications with his device. Tesla tries to put these ideas for practical use in the pending Wardenclyffe Towers project, wireless communication between continents and power transmitters, but run out of funding before he can solve it. [8]
After Wardenclyffe, Tesla experimented with a series of inventions in the 1910s and 1920s with various stages of success. After spending part for his money, Tesla stayed in several hotels in New York, leaving unpaid bills. He passed away. New York Airport in January 1943. [9] Tesla's work fell into relative obscurity following his death,
until 1960, when the Supreme Court on Weight and Measures named Tesla's magnetic flux SI unit in his honor. [10] There has been a resurgence of popular interest in Tesla since the 1990s. [11] In the early years of rebuilding, tesla's house (kariah council) was in Smiljan, now in Croatia, where he was born, and the church was rebuilt,
where his father served. During the Yugoslav War, several buildings were damaged by fire. They were restored and reopened in 2006. [12] Tesla's baptismal record, 28 Jun 1856 Nikola Tesla was born an ethnic Serb in the village of Smiljan, within the Army Border, in the Austrian Empire (now Croatia), on 10 July [O.S. 28 Jun] 1856. [14]
His father, Milutin Tesla (1819–1879),[15] was an Eastern Orthodox priest. [17] [18] [19] Tesla's mother, Đuka Mandić (1822–1892), whose father was also an Orthodox priest,[20] had a knack for making home-made tools and mechanical equipment and the ability to memorize Epic Serbian poetry. Đuka never got a formal education. Tesla
credits his eidetic memory and creative ability to his mother's genetics and influence. [22] Tesla's progenitor is originally from western Serbia, near Montenegro. [23] Tesla was the fourth of five children. He had three older brothers, Milka, Angelina and Marica, and an older brother named Dane, who was killed in a horseback riding accident
when Tesla was five years old. [24] In 1861, Tesla attended a high school in Smiljan where he studied German, arithmetic, and religion. [25] In 1862, the Tesla family moved to nearby Gospić, where Tesla's father worked as a kariah priest. Nikola finished high school, followed by high school. [25] In 1870, Tesla moved to Karlovac[26] to
attend high school in the Real High Gymnasium where classes were held in Germany, as it was common throughout the schools within the Austro-Hungarian Army Border. [27] Tesla's father, Milutin, was an Orthodox priest in the village of Smiljan Tesla later writing that he became interested in electric demonstrations by his physics
professor. [28] Tesla stated that this demonstration of a mystery phenomenon made him want to know more about this wonderful power. [29] Tesla was able to perform an important calculus on his head, which prompted his teachers to believe that he was deceiving. [30] He finished a four-year period of three years, finishing his studies in
1873. [31] In 1873, Tesla returned to Smiljan. Not long after he arrived, he had cholera, was displaced for nine months and nearly died several times. In an instant of despair, Tesla's father (who was originally he entered priesthood),[32] promising to send him to the best engineering school if he recovers from the disease. [25] In 1874,
Tesla dodged conscription into the Austro-Hungarian Austro-Hungarian in Smiljan[33] by fleeing southeast Lika to Tomingaj, near Gračac. There he explored the mountains wearing hunter litter. Tesla said that this relationship with nature makes her stronger, both physically and mentally. [25] He read many books while in Tomingaj and
later said that Mark Twain's work had helped him to recover magically from his previous illness. [26] In 1875, Tesla enrolled in the Austrian Polytechnic in Graz on the Military Border scholarship. During the first year, Tesla never missed a lecture, obtained the highest grade possible, passed nine exams[25][26] (almost twice as much as
desired[34]), started the Serb cultural club,[25] and also received a letter of praise from the dean of the technical faculty to his father, who stated, your Son was the first star [34] In the second year, Tesla clashed with Professor Poeschl. , when Tesla suggests that commuters are not necessary. Tesla claims that she works from 3 .m
11pm.m Sunday or holiday except. [26] He was devised when [his] father made light [those] hard at winning honour. After his father's death in 1879,[33] Tesla discovered a letter package from the professor to his father, warning that unless he was released from school, Tesla would die through hard work. At the end of the second year,
Tesla lost its scholarship and became addicted to gambling. [26] In the third year, Tesla gambled with her allowance and her tuition money, then gambled back her initial loss and returned the balance to her family. Tesla said that he conquered [his] passions at that time and there, but then in the US he was again known to play billiards.
When the exam time came, Tesla was unprepared and asked for an extension to study, but was denied. He received no grade for the last semester of the third year and he never graduated from university. [33] The 23-year-old Tesla, c. 1879 In December 1878, Tesla left Graz and snatched all contact with his family to hide the fact that he
dropped out of school. [33] His friends thought that he had drowned on the nearby Mur River. [35] Tesla moved to Maribor, where she worked as a legmaker for 60 florines a month. He spends free time playing cards with local guys on the streets. [33] In March 1879, Tesla's father went to Maribor to tie his son to return home, but he
refused. [25] Nikola suffered nerve damage around the same time. [35] On 24 March 1879, Tesla was returned to Gospić under a police guard for not having a residence permit. On April 17, 1879, Milutin Tesla died aged 60 after suffering un specifyed information. [25] Some sources say that he died of wind gusts. [36] That year, Tesla
taught a large student class at his old school in Gospić. [25] In January 1880, Tesla's two fathers raised enough money to help him leave Gospić for Prague, Prague, He's studying. He arrived late to enroll at Charles-Ferdinand University; he never learned Greek, the subject required; and he is a letter in Czech, another subject is required.
Tesla did, however, attend a lecture in philosophy at the university as an auditer but he did not receive grades for those courses. [37] Working on the Budapest Telephone Exchange in 1881, Tesla moved to Budapest, Hungary, to work under Tivadar Puskás at a telegraph company, the Budapest Telephone Exchange. When it arrived,
Tesla realized that the company, then under construction, was not working, so he worked as a plaintiff in the Central Telegraph Office instead. Within a few months, the Budapest Telephone Exchange became functional, and Tesla was intended for the post of chief electrifying. [25] While working, Tesla made numerous additions to Central
Station equipment and claimed to have perfected the phone or amplifier, which was never patented or explained publicly. [26] Working at Edison In 1882, Tivadar Puskás got another Tesla job in Paris with the Continental Edison Company. [39] Tesla began working in what was then a new industry, installing incandescent lighting cities
across the country in the form of electric power utilities. The company has several sub-divisions and Tesla works at Société Electrique Edison, a suburb of Paris' Ivry-sur-Seine that is responsible for installing lighting systems. There he gained a lot of practical experience in electrical engineering. Management took notice of his advanced
knowledge in engineering and engineering and soon he had them form and build better versions to generate dynamos and motors. [40] They also sent him to solve engineering problems at other Edison utilities built around France and in Germany. Moving to the United States Edison Machine Works in Goerck Street, New York. Tesla
found the change from cosmopolitan Europe to work at the store, which sits among the teneen in lower east Manhattan, a painful surprise. [41] In 1884, Edison administrator Charles Batchelor, who had overestended the Installation of Paris, was brought back to the United States to manage Edison Machinery, a manufacturing department
located in New York City, and requested that Tesla be brought to the United States as well. [42] In June 1884, Tesla emigrated[43] and began working almost immediately at the Work Machine in lower East Manhattan, a store crowded with several hundred machinists, laborers, staff, and 20 field engineers struggling with the task of
building a large electric utility in the city. [44] As in Tesla is working on solving the problem and fixing the generator. [45] Historian W. Bernard Carlson notes Tesla may have met with the company's founder Thomas Edison only a few times. [44] One of the times was in Tesla's autobiography in which, after staying all night improving a
broken dynamos in the oceans of the SS Oregon, he ran to Batchelor and Edison, who made quips about Paris they were out all night. After Tesla told them that he had all night set Oregon Edison to comment to Batchelor that this was a good man. [41] One of the projects given to Tesla was to build an arka lamp-based streetlight system.
[47] Archaic lighting is the most popular type of street lighting but it requires high volts and does not match Edison's low-volt incandescent system, causing the company to lose contracts in some cities. Tesla's design was never put into production, perhaps because of an unexpected technical increase in street lighting or because of an
installation agreement made by Edison with an archaic lighting company. [48] Tesla had been working at The Working Machine for six months when he quit. [44] Whether the incident left him is unclear. It may have been more of a bonus he did not receive, both for their re-form of the generator or for the arcade lighting system that had
been designed. [46] Tesla had previously competed with Edison for unpaid bonuses, believing that he had earned it. [50] In his autobiography, Tesla stated edison's mechanical management offered them a $50,000 bonus for their form of twenty-four standard engines but turned out to be practical humorous. [51] Later this version of the
story had Thomas Edison himself offer and then lent the agreement, asking Tesla, you don't understand our American humor. [53] The bonus size in any of the stories has been noticed as odd since batchelor's machine work manager was hit with a salary[54] and the company did not have that amount of cash (along with $12 million
today[when?]) on hand. [56] Tesla's diary contained only one comment on what happened at the end of his work, a note he spread on both fronts of the letter covering December 7, 1884, to January 4, 1885, saying Good with Edison's Work Machine. [57] Shortly after leaving Edison, Tesla was attempting to patent an archaic lighting
system,[58] perhaps the same one he had built at Edison. [44] In March 1885, he met with patent attorney Lemuel W. Serrell, the same lawyer used by Edison, to obtain assistance by handing over patents. [58] Serrell introduced Tesla to two business people, Robert Lane and Benjamin Vail, who agreed to finance an arka lighting
manufacturing and utilities company. name Tesla, Tesla Electric Light &amp; Manufacturing. [59] Tesla worked throughout the year obtaining a patent that included an enhanced DC generator, the first patent issued to Tesla in the United States, and built and installed the system in Rahway, New Jersey. [60] Tesla's new system got notice
in the technical newspaper, which commented on the its advanced features. Investors showed little interest in Tesla's idea for a new type of current motor alternate and electrical transmission equipment. After the utility went up and running in 1886, they decided that the business manufacturing division was too competitive and chose to
simply run an electric utility. [61] They formed a new utility company, leaving the Tesla company and leaving the creators endlessly. [61] Tesla even lost control of the patent he generated, as he assigned it to the company in exchange for shares. [61] He was forced to work on various electrical repair works and as a digger drain for $2 per
day. Later in life Tesla recounted that part of 1886 as a time of distress, writing my higher education in various branches of science, mechanics and literature seemed to me like an insult. [62] AC and motor drawing induction from Patent USA 381,968 , describing Tesla's current induction motor principles in late 1886, Tesla met Alfred S.
Brown, a Western Union superintendent, and New York attorney Charles Fletcher Peck. [63] The two men were experienced in setting up the company and promoting inventions and patents for financial gain. [64] Based on Tesla's new ideas for electrical appliances, including the idea of a magnetic thermo-motor,[65] they agreed to
support the financial creator and handle his patents. Together they formed the Tesla Electric Company in April 1887, with the agreement that the profits from the generated patents would go 1/3 to Tesla, 1/3 to Peck and Brown, and 1/3 to finance the development. [64] They set up a laboratory for Tesla at 89 Liberty Street in Manhattan,
where he worked to improve and develop new types of electric motors, generators, and other devices. In 1887, Tesla developed an induction motor that ran on alternate currents (AC), a fast-growing format of power systems in Europe and the United States due to its advantages in long distances, high voltage transmission. The motor uses
polyfase current, which generates a rotating magnetic field to turn on the motor (the principle that Tesla claimed to have conceived in 1882). [66] [67] This innovative electric motor, patented in May 1888, is a simple self-starting design that does not require commuters, thus avoiding sparks and high maintenance always serving and
replacing mechanical brushes. [69] Along with getting patented motors, Peck and Brown arranged to get the published motor, starting with independent tests to confirm it was a functional improvement, followed by a press release sent to technical publications for articles conducted simultaneously with patent issues. [71] Physicist William
Arnold (who tested the motor) and Electrical World magazine editor Thomas Commerford Martin set up for the Tesla show ac motor on May 16, 1888 at the American Electric Institute Engineers working for Westinghouse Electric &amp; Manufacturing Company reported to George Westinghouse that Tesla had an advanced ac motor and
associated power system—something Westinghouse needed for the futile current system he was already marketing. Westinghouse looked to obtain a patent on the same commutator-less, spinning magnetic field-based induction motor that was awakened in 1885 and presented in paper in March 1888 by Italian fizik expert Galileo
Ferraris, but decided that Tesla's patent would probably control the market. [77] Nikola Tesla's AC dynamo-electric engine (AC electric generator) in 1888. Patent 390,721 In July 1888, Brown and Peck negotiated a licensing agreement with George Westinghouse for Tesla's polyfalase induction motor and modifier design for $60,000 in
cash and stock and $2.50 royalties per AC horse power generated by each motor. Westinghouse also hired Tesla for a year for a hem of $2,000 ($56,900 in today's dollars[75]) a month to become a negotiator at the Pittsburgh electric company's &amp; The making of Westinghouse. [76] That year, Tesla worked in Pittsburgh, helping to
create a current system for controlling streetcars in the city. He found it a disappointing period due to a conflict with other Westinghouse engineers over how best to exercise air conditioning powers. Between them, they settled on the 60-cycle ac system that Tesla proposed (to match the working frequency of Tesla motors), but they soon
discovered that it would not work for streetcars, as Tesla induction motors could only run at ongoing speeds. They ended up using dc attraction motors instead. [78] Tesla's market for induction motors and westinghouse's subsequent patent licensing, both in 1888, came at a time of extreme competition between electric companies. [80]
Three major firms, Westinghouse, Edison, and Thomson-Houston, are trying to thrive in capital-intensive businesses while reducing finance from each other. There is also a current warfare propaganda campaign taking place with Edison Electric trying to claim their direct current system is better and more safe than westinghouse's current
system. [82] Competing in this market meant Westinghouse would have no cash or engineering resources to develop Tesla motors and polyphase systems associated with it immediately. [83] Two years after signing a Tesla contract, Westinghouse Electric was in trouble. The near collapse of Barings Bank in London sparked financial
panic in 1890, causing investors to call their loans to Westinghouse [84] A sudden cash shortage forced the company to refinance its debts. The new lender is demanding that Westinghouse reduce what looks like excessive spending for takeovers of other companies, investigations and patents, including motor royalties at Tesla Tesla At
the time, Tesla's induction motor was unsuccessful and stuck in development. [84] Westinghouse paid a guarantee royalty of $15,000-a-year[87] although examples of motor operations were rare and the polyphase power system required to run them was less common. [84] In early 1891, George Westinghouse explained his financial
problems to Tesla in star terms, saying that, if he did not meet his lender's demands, he would no longer control Westinghouse Electric and Tesla would have to deal with the bank to try to collect future royalties. [88] The advantages of having Westinghouse continue to fight for the motor may be obvious to Tesla and he agreed to release
the company from the royalty payment clause in the contract. [88] Six years later Westinghouse purchased Tesla's patent for a fee of $216,000 as part of a patent partnership agreement signed with General Electric (a company embodied by the 1892 merger of Edison and Thomson-Houston). [91] New York makmal Mark Twain at Tesla's
South Fifth Avenue practice, 1894 Wang Tesla made his JA patent license making him rich freely and giving him the time and funds to continue his own interests. [93] In 1889, Tesla moved out of the Liberty Street store Peck and Brown had rented and for decades would come to work rather than a series of workshops/workshop spaces in
Manhattan. These include the makmal at 175 Grand Street (1889-1892), the fourth floor at 33-35 South Fifth Avenue (1892-1895), and the sixth and seventh levels of 46 &amp; 48 East Houston Street (1895-1902). [95] Tesla and its edled staff run some of the most important work in these workshops. Tesla coil Main article: Tesla hooded
In the summer of 1889, Tesla wandered into the Universelle Expo 1889 in Paris and studied the Heinrich Hertz experiments of 1886-1888 that proved the existence of electromagnetic rays, including radio waves. [96] Tesla found the new discovery refreshing and decided to explore it more fully. In repeating, and then evolving, this
experiment, Tesla attempted ruhmkorff's concussion power with a high-speed alternator that he had developed as part of a better archaic lighting system but found that the high frequency current overheated the iron and liquid patio penetrater between primary and secondary To correct this problem Tesla came up with a swinging modifier,
with an air gap instead of a material bending between the main and secondary rolling and iron terraces that could be moved to different positions in or out of the ground. [97] Later called the Tesla gegelung, it will be used to produce high volts, low current, frequency altigant during electricity. [98] He will use this resonance-changer circuit
in his later wireless power work. [99] [100] Citizenship On 30 July 1891, 1891, 35, Tesla became a native Citizen of the United States. [102] That same year, he patented Tesla's coins. [103] Tesla's wireless lighting showed wireless lighting by electrostatic induction during an 1891 lecture at Columbia College through two long Geissler
tubes (similar to a neon tube) in his hand. After 1890, Tesla experimented with transmitting power with a master coupling and capacity using high AC voltage produced with Tesla coins. [104] He tried to develop a wireless lighting system based on inductive couplings and near-field capacity and ran a series of public demonstrations in
which he ignited geissler tubes and even incandescent light bulbs from across the stage. [105] He spent most of the decades working on the variations of this new form of lighting with the help of various investors but none had successfully made commercial products from his findings. [106] In 1893 in St. Louis, Missouri, the Franklin
Institute in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and the National Electric Light Society, Tesla told onlookers that he was confident a system like finally could run a smart signal or perhaps even power for any distance without running it via Earth. [107] Tesla served as vice president of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers from 1892 to 1894,
a modern-day IEEE skater (along with the Institute of Radio Engineers). [109] Columbian Exposition A Westinghouse Tesla Polyphase System in Chicago's 1893 Columbian Exposition by early 1893, Westinghouse engineer Charles F. Scott and then Benjamin G. Lamme made progress on an efficient version of Tesla Lamme discovering
a way to make the polyphal system it needs to be compatible with the older AC and DC phase systems by developing a rotary converter. [110] Westinghouse Electric now has a way to provide electricity to all prospective customers and start branding their polyphifasa AC system as the Tesla Polyphase System. They believe that Tesla's
patents give them patent preferences over other AC polyphase systems. [111] Westinghouse Electric asked Tesla to participate in the 1893 World Columbian Expo in Chicago where the company had a large space in the Electric Building devoted to electric exhibitions. Westinghouse Electric won a bid to ignit the Expo with subtitle currents
and it was a milestone in the history of AC power, as the company pointed to the American public the security, reliability, and efficiency of the polyphase subtitle current system and could also supply other AC and DC exhibitions at the fair. [112] [113] [114] Special exhibition space was set up to display various forms and motor models
Tesla. The rotating magnetic field that drives them is explained through a series of series Demonstrations including Columbus eggs using phase two coins found in induction motors to rotate copper eggs make it stand at the end. [115] Tesla visited the exhibition for a week during a six-month run to attend the International Electric
Congress and put on a series of demonstrations at the Westinghouse exhibition. [116] A dark special room was established where Tesla demonstrated its wireless lighting system, using demonstrations he had done across America and Europe; [118] This includes using high voltage, high frequency alternate currents for light wireless gas
emission lightweight lights. [119] An observer stated: In the room has suspended two rubber hard plates covered with tin inflammation. This is about fifteen feet apart, and serves as a wire terminal leading from a changer. When the current is on, the lights or tubes, which do not have wires connected to them, but place on the table
between suspended plates, or who may be held on hand in almost any part of the room, have been made roaming. This is the same experiment and the same apparition shown by Tesla in London about two years earlier, where they produced so much wonders and admiration. [120] Steam-powered generators The main article: Tesla's
oscender During his presentation at the International Electric Congress at the Columbia Expo Agriculture Hall, Tesla introduced a reciprocal electricity generator of the steam he patented that year, something he thought was a better way to generate current changes. [121] Steam was forced into the essence and rushed out through a
series of ports, pushing pistons up and down attached to the armature. Magnetic disarming is blissing up and down at high speed, producing a sesame magnetic field. This prompts alternate electrical current in the adjacent wire ceiling. It disappears with in complicated parts of the engine/steam generator, but has never been caught as an
engineering solution worthy of generating electricity. [123] In consultation with Niagara In 1893, Edward Dean Adams, who led the Niagara Fall Cattle Construction Company, secured Tesla's opinion on what system was best to send power generated in the fall. For several years, there have been a series of proposals and competitions
open about the best way to use the power generated by the fall. Among the systems proposed by several US and European companies are two phases and three phases of the AC, HIGH-voltage DC, and compressed air. Adams asked Tesla to get information on the current state of all competing systems. Tesla advises Adams that two-
phase system be the most reliable, and that there is a Westinghouse system for light incandescent bulbs using two-phase scattered currents. The company awarded the contract to Westinghouse Electric to build an AC phase two generation system in Fall, based on Tesla's advice and Westinghouse demonstrations at the Columbia Expo
that they can build a complete AC system. At the same time, further contracts were awarded to General Electric to build the AC distribution system. [124] Nikola Tesla Company In 1895, Edward Dean Adams, impressed with what he seen when he visited Tesla's lab, agreed to help found nikola Tesla Company, set up to finance, develop,
and market various previous Tesla patents and inventions as well as new ones. Alfred Brown signed, bringing together patents developed under Peck and Brown. The board is filled with William Birch Rankine and Charles F. Coaney. [125] It found several investors; The mid-1890s was a financially difficult time, and the wireless lighting
and patent nanny it established for the market was never beheaded. The company handled Tesla's patents for decades to come. Laboratory fire In the early morning hours of March 13, 1895, the South Fifth Avenue building that housed the Tesla lab caught fire. It started on the ground floor of Tesla's intensely burning 4th floor and



collapsed onto the second floor. The fire not only set back ongoing Tesla projects, it destroyed a collection of preliminary notes and research materials, models, and pieces of demonstrations, including many that had been exhibited on the 1893 World Colombian Expo. Tesla told The New York Times I was in too much grief to speak. What
can I say? [25] After the tesla fire moved to 46 &amp;; 48 East Houston Street and rebuilded its lab on the 6th and 7th floors. X-ray experiment X-ray Tesla took his hand Starting in 1894, Tesla began investigating what he referred to as an invisible kind of compassionate energy after he noticed a broken film in his lab in a previous
experiment[126] (later identified as a Roentgen Ray or X-Ray). His initial experiment was with the Crookes tube, a cold cathed electrical emissions tube. Tesla may have accidentally captured the image of X-ray—predating, by several weeks, Wilhelm Röntgen's December 1895 announcement of X-ray discoveries when he tried to
photograph Mark Twain illuminated by a Geissler tube, the initial type of tube gas emissions. The only thing captured in the image is the metal locking screw on the camera lens. [127] In 1898, Tesla showcased a radio-controlled boat he hoped to sell as a navy-guided torpedo worldwide. [128] In March 1896, after hearing the discovery of
Röntgen X-ray and X-ray imaging (radiograph),[129] Tesla continued its own experiments in X-ray imaging, developing a high energy single terminal vacuum tube of its own design that did not have the target and the working output of the Tesla Coil (the modern term for the phenomenon produced by this device is bremsstrahlung or
sinaran brek). In its investigation, Tesla stockpiled several experimental supplies to produce Tesla holds that, with a circuit, the instrument will... allows a person to generate roentgen rays greater power than can be obtained with regular tools. [130] Tesla expressed the dangers of working with its circuits and a single node X-ray release
device. In his notes on the initial investigation of this phenomenon, he attributed skin damage to various reasons. He believes at the beginning of the damage to the skin it is not caused by Roentgen's rays, but by the ozone produced in contact with the skin, and to a lower extent, by nitrous acid. Tesla wrongly believes that X-rays are
longing waves, as produced in waves in plasma. These plasma waves can occur in force-free magnetic fields. [132] On July 11, 1934, the New York Herald Tribune published an article on Tesla, where he recalled an event that occasionally occurred while experimenting with his single electrade vacuum tube. A minute the particle will
break the cathed, pass from the tube, and physically attack it: Tesla says she can feel the pain of the sharp sting where it enters her body, and again in the place where it comes out. In comparing these particles with metal bits projected by an electric dye, Tesla says, the particles in the beam of hardness ... will travel faster than those
particles ... and they will travel in concentration. [133] Remote control of the radio in 1898, Tesla showed a boat using coherent-based radio control—called telautomaton—to the public during an electrical exhibition at Madison Square Garden. [134] Tesla tried to sell its ideas to the US military as a kind of radio-controlled torpedo, but they
showed little interest. [135] Remote radio control remained new until World War I and thereafter, when several countries used it in military programs. [136] Tesla took the opportunity to show again Teleautomatics in an address to a Commercial Club meeting in Chicago, during her way to Colorado Springs, on May 13, 1899. [25] Wireless
power More information: Transfer of wireless power § Tesla sat in front of a spiral used in her wireless power experiment in the Houston St. East laboratory from the 1890s to 1906, Tesla spent a lot of time and wealth on a series of projects trying to develop wireless electricity transmission It was an expansion of her ideas using the ground
to send power He sees this not only a way to send large amounts of power around the world but also, as he points out in his previous lectures, a way to transmit communications around the world. At the time Tesla was formulating her ideas, There are ways that can be implemented to send communication signals wirelessly over long
distances, let alone a large amount of power. Tesla has studied early radio waves and concluded that part of the existing study on them, by Hertz, was incorrect. [137] [138] Also, this new form of radiation was widely considered at the time to be a short-range phenomenon that seemed to die in less than a mile. [140] Tesla noted that,
although theories on radio waves are true, they are completely worthless for the purposes intended since this invisible form of light will decrease the distance like any other radiation and will travel in a straight line straight out into space, becoming lost without hope. [141] By the mid-1890s, Tesla worked on the idea that he might be able to
run long distance electricity through Earth or the atmosphere, and began working on experiments to test this idea including setting up a large resonance changer of transmitters at an East Houston Street lab. [142] [143] [144] Seemed to borrow from the general idea at the time that the Earth's atmosphere was conductive,[145][146] he
proposed a system consisting of suspended balloons, transmitter, and acceptance, electrodes in the air exceed 30,000 feet (9,100 m) in altitudes, where he thinks lower pressure will allow him to send high voltage (millions of volts) long distances. Colorado Springs See also: Tesla Experimental Station; Magnifying transmitter; and
Colorado Springs Notes, 1899-1900 Colorado Springs Tesla Laboratory To review the conductive nature of low-pressure air conductives, Tesla set up an experimental station at a high altitude in Colorado Springs in 1899. [147] [148] [149] [150] There he could handle large numbers of them than in the narrow New York lab, and his allies
have been preparing for the El Paso Power Company to supply alignment currents for free. [150] To fund his experiment, he convinced John Jacob Astor IV to invest $100,000 ($3,073,200 in today's dollars[75]) to become a majority shareholder in Nikola Tesla Company. Astor thinks he mainly invests in new wireless lighting systems.
Instead, Tesla used the money to fund the Colorado Springs experiment. [251] On his arrival, he told reporters he planned to conduct a wireless telegraph experiment, sending signals from Peak Pikes to Paris. [152] A photograph of Tesla's multiple exposure sitting next to her magnifying transmitter generated millions of volts. The 7-metre
(23 yard) long arc is not part of the normal operation, but only produced for the rapid effect of cycling power switch. [153] There, he conducted an experiment with large gessels operating within the megavolt range, producing artificial (and delicate) flashes comprising millions of volts and up to 135 feet (41 m) long,[154] and, at one point,
accidentally burned a generator in El Paso, resulting in the power [155] Observations he made against the electronic sound of a lightning strike he led to (wrong) conclude[156][157] that he can use the entire Earth to carry out electricity. During his time in the lab, Tesla observed an extraordinary signal from his recipients whom he
speculated to be communications from other planets. He mentioned them in a letter to journalists in December 1899[158] and to the Red Cross Society in December 1900. [159] [160] Reporters treated him as a sensational story and jumped to Tesla's conclusion was a hearing signal from Mars. [159] He extended the signal he heard in
Collier Weekly article February 9, 1901 titled Talking With Planets, where he said it was not immediately clear to him that he heard smart controlled signals and that signals could come from Mars, Venus, or other planets. [160] It was hypothetical that he may have intercepted the European experiment Guglielmo Marconi in July 1899—
Marconi may have sent an S letter (dot/dot/dot) in a naval demonstration, three of the same impulses that Tesla envisioned at a hearing in Colorado[160]—or a signal from an experiment [161] Tesla had an agreement with the editor of The Century Magazine to produce an article about its findings. The magazine sent a photographer to
Colorado to photograph the work being done there. The article, entitled Problems Enhancing Manpower, appeared on the June 1900 edition of the magazine. He explained the reptition of the wireless system he enimacted but the article was more of a lengthy philosophical agreement than a understandable scientific description of his work,
[162] illustrated with what became the iconic image of Tesla and the Colorado Springs experiment. Wardenclyffe's main article: Wardenclyffe Tower Tesla's Wardenclyffe factory on Long Island in 1904. From the facility, Tesla hopes to show wireless transmission of electricity across the Atlantic. Tesla made the rounds in New York trying to
find investors for what he thought would be a viable system of wireless shipping, winning and dining them at Waldorf-Astoria's Palm Garden (the hotel where he lived at the time), the Players' Club, and Delmonico's. [163] In March 1901, he earned $150,000 ($4,609,800 in today's dollars[75]) from J. P. Morgan in return for a share of 51%
of any wireless patents generated, and began planning the Wardenclyffe Tower facility to be built in Shoreham, New York, 100 miles (161 km) east of the city. [164] By July 1901, Tesla had expanded its plans to build a more powerful transmitter to jump forward the Marconi radio-based system, which Tesla thought was a copy of itself.
[159] He approached Morgan to request a lot of money to build a larger system, but Morgan refuses to supply any further funds. [165] In December 1901, Marconi successfully sent an S letter from England Newfoundland, defeating Tesla in the race for the first time completed such a delivery. A month after Marconi's success, Tesla tried to
get Morgan to support greater plans to send messages and power by controlling vibrations around the world. [159] Over the next five years, Tesla wrote more than 50 letters to Morgan, confessed and demanded additional funding to complete the construction of Wardenclyffe. Tesla continued the project for another nine months to 1902.
The tower was pushed to a full height of 187 feet (57 m). [161] In June 1902, Tesla moved its laboratory operations from Houston Street to Wardenclyffe. [164] Investors on Wall Street have put their money into the Marconi system, and some in the press began turning against the Tesla project, claiming it was a hoax. [166] The project
stalled in 1905, and in 1906, financial problems and other events might lead to what tesla biographer Marc J. Suspect Seifer was a nervous breakdown in the Tesla division. [167] Tesla mortged the Wardenclyffe property to cover its debts in Waldorf-Astoria, which was eventually installed to $20,000 ($510,500 in today's dollars[75]). [168]
He lost property in for fortiveness in 1915, and in 1917 Tower was demolished by new owners to make land a more viable real estate asset. Then the year After Wardenclyffe closed, Tesla continued to write to Morgan; After a large person died, Tesla wrote to Morgan's son, Jack, trying to secure further funding for the project. In 1906,
Tesla opened an office at 165 Broadway in Manhattan, trying to raise further funds by developing and marketing its patents. He then held positions in the Metropolitan Life Tower from 1910 to 1914; rented for several months at the Woolworth Building, moving out because he could not afford the rent; and then to the office space at 8 West
40th Street from 1915 to 1925. After moving to 8 West 40th Street, he was effectively bankrupt. Most of his patents have run out and he has trouble with the new invention he is trying to develop. [169] The main article of Bladeless's turbines: Tesla turbines Tesla's bladeless turbine design On its 50th birthday, in 1906, Tesla showed 200
horsepower (150 kilowatts) 16,000 rpm bladeless turbines. In 1910-1911, at The Waterside Power Station in New York, some of its endless turbine engines were tested in 100-5,000 hp.[170] Tesla worked with a number of companies including from 1919 to 1922 in Milwaukee, for Allis-Chalmers. [172] He spent most of his time trying to
perfect Tesla's turbines with Hans Dahlstrand, chief engineer at the company, but engineering difficulties it has never been a practical device. [173] Tesla has licensed the idea to a precision instrument company and it found use in the form of high-end car speedometers and other instruments. [174] Wireless claims When World War I
erupted, British cutting cuts telegraph cables connecting the US to Germany to control the flow of information between the two countries. They also tried to shut down German wireless communications to and from the US by owning the US Marconi Company suing a German radio company, Telefunken for violating patents. [175]
Telefunken brought in physicists Jonathan Zenneck and Karl Ferdinand Braun for their defence, and hired Tesla as a witness for two years for $1,000 a month. The case stalled and then went moot when the US entered the war against Germany in 1917. [176] In 1915, Tesla tried to sue the Marconi Company for violating its wireless tuning
patents. Marconi's early radio patent was awarded in the US in 1897, but the 1900 patent submission covering improvements to radio transmissions was rejected several times, before it was finally approved in 1904, arguing it violated other existing patents including two 1897 Tesla [138] [177] [178] Tesla cases of 1915 went nowhere,[179]
but in a related case, in which the Marconi Company tried to sue the US government for violations of WWI patents , The 1943 U.S. Supreme Court ruling restored the previous patents of Oliver Lodge, John Stone, and Tesla. [180] The court declared that their decision not to bear Marconi's claim as the first to reach a radio transmission,
only because Marconi's claims of patented specific improvements were questioned, the company cannot claim violations on the same patent. [138] [181] Nobel Prize rumours On November 6, 1915, a Reuters news agency report from London had the 1915 Nobel Prize in Physics awarded to Thomas Edison and Nikola Tesla; However, on
November 15, a Reuters story from Stockholm stated the prize was given to Sir William Henry Bragg and William Lawrence Bragg for their service in crystalline structural analysis in an X-ray manner. [182] [183] There were unfounded rumours at the time that either Tesla or Edison had rejected the prize. [182] The Nobel Foundation said,
Any rumor that someone was not given the Nobel Prize because he had known his intention to reject the reward was absurd; the recipient can reject the Nobel Prize only after he is announced the winner. [182] There were subsequent claims by Tesla's biography that Edison and Tesla were original recipients and that were not given the
award for their hostility towards each other; that each seeks to minimize achievements and other rights to win the award; that both refuse to accept the award if the other accepts it first; that both reject any possibility of sharing; and despite that wealthy Edison pushes him to keep Tesla get $20,000 in prize money. [22] In the years following
this news, Tesla and Edison won the prize (although Edison received one 38 possible bids in 1915 and Tesla received one of 38 possible deals in 1937). [185] Tesla's ideas, awards, and other patents won various medals and awards over the years. They include: Great Officer order St. Sava (Serbia, 1892) Elliott Cresson Medal (Franklin
Institute, USA, 1894)[186] Grand Cross of the Order of Prince Danilo I (Montenegro, 1895)[187] AIEE Edison Medal (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, United States, 1917)[188] Grand Cross of the Order of St. Sava (Yugoslavia, 1926)[189] Cross Order of the Yugoslav Crown (Yugoslavia Crown) , 1931) John Scott Medals
(Franklin Institute &amp; Philadelphia City Council, United States, 1934)[186] Grand Cross of the Order of the White Lion (Czechoslovakia, 1937)[190] Paris University Medal (Paris, France, 1937) St. Clement of Ochrida University Medal (Sofia, Bulgaria, 1939) Second confectionery Meeting Tesla is seen standing in the middle. Tesla tries
to market multiple devices based on ozone production. This includes the Tesla Ozone 1900 Company selling patented 1896 devices based on Tesla Coil, which is used for ozone bubbles through various types of oils to make therapeutic gels. [191] He also tried to develop variations a few years later as a room sanitizer for the hospital.
[192] Tesla theorized that electricity consumption to the brain increased intelligence. In 1912, he made plans to make students disgusted bright by saturating them unconsciously with electricity, wiring school room walls and, saturated [schoolrooms] with insane electrical waves hobbling at high frequencies. Thus, the whole room would be,
Mr Tesla claimed, converted into an electromagnetic field that provides health and stimulating or 'bathing.' [193] The plan was, at least temporarily, approved by the new York City schools superintendent, William H. Maxwell. [193] Before World War I, Tesla sought overseas investors. After the war began, Tesla lost the funding she
received from her patents in European countries. In August 1917 of the edition of the Electric Experiment magazine, Tesla broadcast that electricity could be used to find submarines through a reflection of the incredible frequency electrical rays, with the signal seen on the fluorescent screen (the system that had been observed had recess
[194] Tesla incorrect in its assumption that a high-frequency radio wave would penetrate [195] Émile Girardeau, who helped develop France's first radar system in the 1930s, stated in 1953 that Tesla's general speculation that a very strong high-frequency signal was needed was correct. Girardeau says (Tesla) is promising or dreaming,
because she have a way to run it, but one must add that if he dreams, at least he dreams of dreaming In 1928, Tesla received a U.S. Patent of 1,655,114 , for a biplane capable of vertically departing (VTOL aircraft) and then gradually tilted through the manipulation of in-flight lift devices until it flew like conventional aircraft. [197] Tesla
thinks the aircraft will sell for less than $1,000,[198] although the aircraft was described as impractical, although it had an initial resemption with the V-22 Osprey used by the U.S. military. [199] This was his last patent and currently Tesla closed his last office at 350 Madison Ave., which he had moved to two years earlier. Tesla's living
conditions lived in Waldorf Astoria in New York City from 1900 and ran a huge bill. [200] He moved to St. Regis Hotel in 1922 and followed patterns from then moving to different hotels every few years and left an unpaid bill behind. [201] Tesla walked to the park every day to feed pigeons. He began feeding them in the windows of his hotel
room and injured nurse birds back to health. [202] [203] He said that he was visited by certain white pigeons that were injured daily. He spends more than $2,000 on keeping birds, including devices built to comfortably support him while his wings are broken and the legs heal. [33] Tesla stated: I've been feeding pigeons, thousands of them
over the years. But there is one, a beautiful, pure white bird with light grey tips on its wings; that one is different. It was a woman. I just wished and called him and he would come flying to me. I love that pigeon as a man loves a woman, and she loves me. As long as I have him, there is a purpose for my life. [205] Tesla's unpaid bills, as
well as complaints about the mess made by pigeons, led to its exportation from St. Regis in 1923. He was also forced to leave the Pennsylvania Hotel in 1930 and governor of the Clinton Hotel in 1934. [202] At one point, he also took rooms at the Hotel Marguery. [206] Tesla moved to the New Yorker Hotel in 1934. Currently
Westinghouse Electric &amp; Manufacturing Company starts paying it $125 per month in addition to paying its rent. Accounts of how this comes about varying. Several sources claim that Westinghouse is concerned, or may warn, about potential bad publicity arising from unsuspicable circumstances in which their former star creators live.
[207] [208] [209] [210] Payments were described as consultancy fees to get around Tesla's conversion to accept charity. Biographer Marc Seifer described Westinghouse's payments as a kind of unsustermined solution. [209] Notwithstanding this, Westinghouse provided funds for Tesla for the rest of his life. Tesla's birthday press
conference on Time magazine commemorated her 75th birthday in 1931, a young journalist whom Tesla befriended, Kenneth M. Swezey, hosted a celebration for the creator's 75th birthday. [211] Tesla received congratulations of the more than 70 pioneers in science and engineering, including Albert Einstein,[212] and he was also
featured on the cover of Time magazine. [213] Front page caption All of its powerhouses in the world recorded its contribution to electricity generation. The party went well that Tesla made it an annual event, an event in which she would put a huge spread of food and drink-featuring her own invention dish. He invited the press to see his
creations and hear stories about past exploits, views on current events, and sometimes baffling claims. [214] Tesla's thought camera newspaper delegate described at her birthday party in 1933 at the party of 1932, Tesla claimed she had created a motor that would run on cosmic rays. [215] In 1933 at the age of 77, Tesla told reporters at
the event that, after 35 years of work, he was on the verge of producing evidence of new forms of energy. He claimed it was a violent energy theory opposed to Einsteinian physics, and could be twisted with an oppressor that would have been cheap to run and 500 years ago. He also told reporters he was working on his way to send
individual private radio wavelengths, working on findings in metalurgi, and developing ways to photograph the retina to record thoughts. [216] On the occasion of 1934, Tesla told reporters he had designed a superweapon he claimed would end all the wars. [217] He called him a teleforce, but was usually referred to as the rays of his
death. [219] Tesla described it as a defense weapon to be placed along the border of a country and used against attacking infantry or ground-based aircraft. Tesla never revealed detailed plans of how the gunmen worked during his lifetime but, in 1984, they arose at the Nikola Tesla Museum archive in Belgrade. [220] The deal, New Art of
Projecting Energy Not Concentrated through Natural Media, described open vacuum tubes with gas jet seals that allow particles out, methods of charging tungsten or mercury slugs to millions of volts, and directing them in streams (via electrostatics [215] [221] Tesla tried to attract the interest of the US Department of War,[222] the United
Kingdom, the Soviet Union, and Yugoslavia. [223] In 1935 at his 79th birthday party, Tesla covered many topics. He claimed to have found the cosmic ray in 1896 and created a way to produce direct current with induction, and made numerous claims about its mechanical occupiers. [224] Describing the device (which is expected to earn it
$100 million over two years) he told reporters that the version has caused earthquakes at 46 East Houston Street makmals and neighboring streets in Lower Manhattan in 1898. [224] He told reporters his enrichment could destroy the Empire State Building with 5 lbs of air pressure. [225] He also explained that he developed using a
oscillate called Telegeodynamics, using it to send vibrations into the grounds that he claimed would work more than the distance to be used for communication or seeking underground mineral deposits. [133] In the 1937 Grand Ballroom of Hotel New Yorker event, Tesla received a White Lion Order from the Czechoslovak ambassador and
a medal from ambassador Yugoslav. [215] On questions about the death rays, Tesla noted, But it was not an experiment ... I've built, demonstrated and used it. Only a little time will pass before I can give it to the world. Death In the fall of 1937 at the age of 81, after midnight one night, Tesla left the New Yorker Hotel to make regular trips
to cathedrals and libraries to feed pigeons. While crossing the road a few blocks from the hotel, Tesla was unable to avoid moving taxis and thrown to the ground. Her back was severe and her three ribs were broken into the accident. The extent of his injuries has never been known; Tesla refused to consult with doctors, custom almost
lifelong, and never fully recovered. [226] On 7 January 1943, at the age of 86, Tesla died alone in Room 3327 Hotel New Yorker. His remains were later found by maid Alice Monaghan after she had entered Tesla's room, ignoring the do not disturb sign that Tesla had been placed at the door of her house two days earlier. Assistant
medical examiner H.W. Wembley examined the body and ruled that the cause of death had become a coronary thrombosis. [25] Two days later the Federal Bureau of Investigation ordered the Foreign Property Guardian to seize Tesla's belongings. [25] John G. Trump, a professor at M.I.T. and a renowned electrical engineer who served
as a technical assistant to the National Defense Research Committee, was called in to analyze Tesla's goods, which are being held in custody. [25] After a three-day investigation, Trump's report concluded that nothing would constitute a danger in unfriendly hands, stating: [Tesla' thoughts and efforts over the past 15 years are mainly from
speculative, philosophical, and somewhat frequently worried characters but excluding new ones, sounds, principles or methods that can be used to realize such [227] In a box purportedly containing part of Tesla's death rays, Trump discovered the box of 45-year-old multidecade resistance. [228] Gilded urn with Tesla's ashes, in his
favorite geometric object, sphere (Nikola Tesla Museum, Belgrade) On January 10, 1943, The Mayor of New York, Fiorello La Guardia read the eulogy written by Slovene-American author Louis Adamic live via radio while violin pieces Ave Maria and Tamo daleko played in the background. [25] On January 12, two thousand people
attended the burial of the land for Tesla at St. John John's Cathedral In Manhattan. After the burial, Tesla's body was taken to Ferncliff Cemetery in Ardsley, New York, where he was later interred. The next day, the second service was controlled by prominent priests at the Trinity Chapel (Serbian Orthodox Cathedral of Saint Sava) today in
New York City. [25] In 1952, following pressure from Tesla's brother Sava Kosanović' son, the entire Tesla aesthetic was sent to Belgrade in 80 rods marked N.T.[25] In 1957, Kosanović's secretary Charlotte Muzar transported Tesla's ashes from the United States[25] The ashes were displayed in gold-clad sphericals at the feet of marmar
at the Nikola Tesla Museum. [229] Patent Main Article: Nikola Tesla Tesla's patent list obtains about 300 patents worldwide for his creation. [230] Some tesla patents were not taken into thought, and various sources have found some that have been hidden in the patent archive. There are at least 278 known patents[230] issued to Tesla in
26 countries. Many of Tesla's patents are in the United States, Britain, and Canada, but many other patents have been approved in countries around the world. [231] Many of the creations built by Tesla were not incorporated into patent protection. Tesla's personal appearance, aged 34, circa 1890. The photo by Napoleon Sarony Tesla is
6 feet 2 inches (1.88 m) tall and weighs 142 kilograms (64 kg), with almost no variance in weight from 1888 to roughly 1926. His appearance was described by newspaper editor Arthur Brisbane as almost the highest, almost thinnest and certainly the most serious person to go to the Delmonico frequents. [233] She is an elegant and stylish
figure in New York City, with a stature in grooming, clothing, and regimen in her daily activities, an appearance she maintains to continue her business relationships. [234] He is also described as having light eyes, very large hands, and very large thumbs. [232] Tesla's eidetic memories read many works, memorized complete books, and
purportedly had photographic memories. [235] He is a polyglot, speaking eight languages: Serbo-Croatian, Czech, English, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, and Latin. [236] Tesla related to his autobiography that he experienced detailed seconds of inspiration. During his early life, Tesla was repeatedly attacked by disease. He
experienced a funny afflictions in which a flash of blind light appeared before his eyes, often accompanied by visions. [235] Always, vision is associated with words or ideas he may encounter; at other times they provide solutions to certain problems they face. Only by hearing the name of the item can he imagine it in realistic detail. [235]
Tesla described creation in his mind with extremes, including all dimensions, before moving to the construction stage, a technique that is sometimes known as picture thinking. He doesn't usually make by hand but working from memory. Starting in his childhood, Tesla often flashes with events that have happened before in his life. [235]
Tesla's relationship was never married, explaining that her welfare was very helpful to her scientific abilities. [235] She once said in previous years that she felt she couldn't quite qualify for a woman, given that women are superior in every way. Her opinion had begun to spread in later years when she felt that women were trying to outdo
men and make themselves more dominant. This new woman was discovered with plenty of clues from Tesla, who felt that women lost their femininity by trying to power. In an interview with Galveston Daily News on August 10, 1924 he stated, In place of a soft-voiced, gentle woman of my retreat of worship, has come women who think
that the success of her life chief lies in herself as much as possible like men—in clothes, voices and actions, in sports and achievements of every kind... The tendency of women to set aside humans, considers the spirit of old cooperation with him in all dealings of life, is very disappointing to me. [237] Although he told reporters in later
years that he sometimes felt that by not getting married, he had made too big a sacrifice to his work,[33] Tesla chose not to pursue or engage in any known contact, instead finding all the necessary stimulus in his work. Tesla is asocial and vulnerable to leasing herself with her work. [134] [238] [239] However, when he was involved in
social life, many people spoke very positively and admired Tesla. Robert Underwood Johnson described him as achieving distinguished manfire, sincerity, decency, refinement, generosity, and hardness. [33] His secretary, Dorothy Skerrit, wrote: a genial smile and his ability to bear always marks the soft characteristics that are so
ingrained in his soul. [234] Tesla's friend, Julian Hawthorne, wrote, rarely did one meet a scientist or engineer who is also a poet, a philosopher, fine musical divider, linguist, and food and beverage connoisseur. [241] Tesla is a good friend of Francis Marion Crawford, Robert Underwood Johnson,[242] Stanford White,[243] Fritz
Lowenstein, George Scherff, and Kenneth Swezey. [245] In his middle age, Tesla became Mark Twain's close friend; they spend a lot of time together in the lab and elsewhere. [242] Twain mainly described Tesla's induction motor creation as the most valuable patent since the phone. [247] At a party thrown out by Sarah Bernhardt in
1896, Tesla met the Indian Hindu monk Vivekananda and both talked about how the idea of creators on energy seemed to be commensurate with Vedantic cosmology. [248] In the late 1920s, Tesla was friends with George Sylvester Viereck, a poet, writer, mystic, and later, a Nazi propagandist. Tesla occasionally attends dinners hosted
by and his wife. [249] Tesla could be harsh at times and publicly express disgust for overweight people, such as when she shot a secretary because of her weight. [251] He quickly criticized the dress; On several occasions, Tesla ordered the subordinates to go home and change her clothes. [235] When Thomas Edison died, in 1931,
Tesla contributed the only negative opinion to The New York Times, buried in the vast coverage of Edison's life: He had no hobby, contributed to any kind of entertainment of any kind and live in ignoring the most basic rules of hygiene... His methods were inefficient in the extreme, for great reasons had to be covered to get anything at all
unless the blind chances of intervening and, at first, I was almost a sorry witness of his dosage, knowing that only a bit of theory and calculations would save him 90 per cent labor. But he has a verifiable insult to book learning and mathematical knowledge, believing himself entirely to the instincts of creator and practical American intellect.
[252] Tesla's sleeping habit claimed to have never slept more than two hours a night. [253] However, he admitted to dozing from time to time to recharge his batteries. [254] During the second year of his studies at Graz, Tesla developed a passionate efficiency for billiards, chess, and card play, sometimes spending more than 48 hours in
stretching at the game table. [255] At one point in his lab, Tesla worked for an 84-hour period without rest. [256] Kenneth Swezey, a journalist whom Tesla had befriended, confirmed that Tesla rarely slept. Swezey recalled one morning when Tesla called her at 3 a.m.: I was sleeping in my room like one dead... Suddenly, the phone ring
raised me... [Tesla] speaks animatedly, with a pause, [like her] ... work[ed] comes out of trouble, comparing one theory to another, commenting; and when he felt he had arrived at the settlement, he suddenly closed the phone. [254] Tesla's work habits work daily from 9:00 a.m.m. until 6:00 p.m.m or later, with dinner exactly 8:10 p.m.m., in
the Delmonico restaurant and then the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. Tesla then urged her dinner order to the headmaster, who could also be the only one to be able to serve her. The dish is needed to prepare at eight o'clock ... She eats alone, except on a rare occasion when she will feed the group to fulfill her social obligations. Tesla then
resumes its work, often until 3:00 p..m. [257] To exercise, Tesla runs between 8 and 10 miles (13 16 km) per day. He curves his legs a hundred times for every foot every night, saying that it stimulates his brain cells. [254] In an interview with newspaper editor Arthur Brisbane, Tesla said that he did not believe in telepathy, stating, Should I
make up my mind to kill you, he said, In a second you would know. Now, isn't that wonderful? With the process of what mind gets all this? In a similar interview, Tesla said that he believed that all basic laws could be reduced to one. [232] Tesla became a vegetarian in later years, living only milk, bread, honey, and vegetable juice. [218]
[258] The views and belief in experimental physics and Tesla's theory disagreed with the atomic theory consisting of smaller subatomic particles, stating there is no such thing as electrons creating electricity charges. He believes that if electrons exist at all, they are some fourth state of things or sub-atoms that can exist only in
experimental vacuums and that they have nothing to do with electricity. [259] Tesla believes that atoms are inevitable—they can't change the situation or be divided in any way. He is a believer in the 19th-century concept of ether that is all prevalent that transmits electricity. [261] Tesla is generally antagonist to theories on conversion of
matters into energy. [262] He was also critical of Einstein's theory of reliability, saying: I hold that space should not be clinched, for the simple reason that it cannot have properties. It may also be said that God has properties. He is not, but only attributes and this is our own manufacturing. Properties we can only talk when dealing with
things filling space. To say that in the presence of a large body space becoming curve is equivalent to stating that something can act on anything. I, for one, refuse to subscribe to such views. [263] Tesla claimed to have developed her own physical principles on matters and energy that she started working in 1892,[262] and in 1937, at the
age of 81, claiming in a letter had completed the dynamic gravity theory that [would] end idle speculation and false concepts, as he executed he stated that the theory was working in all details and that he hoped to soon give it to the world. [264] Further errance of his theory has never been found in his writings. [265] In the Tesla
community circa 1885 Tesla was widely regarded by its biography 2 had become a human being in philosophical views on his gift as a technology scientist. [266] [267] This did not prevent Tesla, like most of its era, from becoming a supporter of a selective eugenic reproduction version imposed. Tesla expressed belief that dear humans
have come to disrupt natural cruel works. Although his argument does not depend on the concept of a parent race or stimpathy that exists one person over the other, he supports eugenics. In a 1937 interview he stated: ... new sense of affection starts disrupting the cruel work of nature. The only method compatible with our notion of
civilization and race is to prevent unfit reproduction by sterilization and intentionally instinctive guidance of mating ... Trend Trend among eugenists is that we must make marriages harder. Of course no one who is not the desired parent should be allowed to produce progeny. A century from now it wouldn't be more of a case for ordinary
people to marry someone who is eugenically unhappy than marrying a common criminal. [269] In 1926, Tesla commented on women's social illness and women's struggles towards gender equality, and indicated that the future of humanity would be handled by the Queen of the Bee. She believes that women will become dominant sex in
the future. [270] Tesla made predictions on issues relevant in the post-World War I environment in a printed article, Science and Discovery is a superpower that will lead to the Intake of War (December 20, 1914). [271] Tesla believes that the Nations League is not a cure for ages and issues. [26] About Tesla's religion was raised an
Orthodox Christian. Later in life he did not consider himself a believer in the orthodox sense, he said that opposing religious fanaticism, and said Buddhism and Christianity were the largest religion in the number of disciplines and interests. [272] He also said For me, the universe is just a great machine that never comes in and won't end
and what we call 'soul' or 'spirit,' nothing more than a total body function. When this function is corrub, the 'soul' or 'spirit' is sparked as well. [272] Tesla's literary works wrote several books and articles for magazines and journals. [273] Among his books was My Inventions: Autobiography Nikola Tesla, combed and edited by Ben Johnston
in 1983 from a series of 1919 magazine articles by Tesla that was reissued in 1977; Nikola Tesla's great invention (1993), comored and edited by David Hatcher Childress; and Tesla Paper. Many Tesla writings are available for free online,[274] including an article On Problems Enhancing Manpower, published in The Century Magazine in
1900,[275] and experimental articles With High Potential Alternative Currents and High Frequencies, published in his book Creation, Research and Writing of Nikola Telas. [276] Heritage and honour See also: Nikola Tesla in the popular culture of nikola Tesla Museum in Belgrade, Tesla's Serbian legacy has endured in books, movies,
radio, TV, music, live theatre, comics, and video games. The impact of technology created or hybridized by Tesla is a recurring theme in some sort of science fiction. Article named after Tesla's Main article: List of things named after nikola Tesla Awards The Nikola Tesla Award[278] Enterprises and organizations Tesla, electrotechnical
conglomerates in former Czechoslovakia Tesla, Inc., United States electric car Nikola Motor Company, American hydrogen and electric class 8 manufacturer Ericsson Nikola Tesla, Croatia Croatia Swedish telecommunications equipment manufacturer Ericsson[279] Tesla Electric Light and Manufacturing Societies:[280] Tesla Memorial
Society (founded 1979), originally Lackawanna, New York, now Ridgwood, Queens, New York International Tesla Society (founded 1984), Colorado Springs Udruženje za razvoj nauke Nikola Tesla, Novi Sad, Serbia[281] Zavičajno udruženje Krajišnika Nikola Tesla, Plandište, Serbia[282] Tesla Bank, Zagreb, Croatia[283] Tesla, an
American rock group formed in Sacramento , California, at the end of 1982 Day of Leave and Science Day Events, Serbia, July 10[284] Nikola Tesla Day, Union of Teachers in Vojvodina, July 4-10[285] Nikola Tesla's annual electric vehicle association in Croatia[288] Tesla's step, the SI-unit derived from the magnetic celloness [or
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